Ecozon@ is seeking reviewers for the following books:

**Book reviews (1000 words, approx.):**


If you are interested in reviewing any of these books, please email Isabel Pérez (Book Review Editor) at ecozona.bookreviews@gmail.com and briefly introduce yourself. If you would like to review a book not listed above, do let us know, we welcome any suggestions. We especially welcome reviews in French, German, Italian, and Spanish, as well as reviews in a language other than that of the publication to promote further international visibility.

**AUTHORS/PUBLISHERS:**
If you would like us to consider any other title for review, please contact us about it, we welcome any suggestions. We especially welcome books in French, German, Italian, and Spanish.

Please, do not immediately send us a copy of the book. We will contact you once we have found a suitable reviewer, so the book can be mailed to her/him directly.